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TABULAR COMPOSITION

:

IN THE good old days of hand composition, the man who
understood how to set tables was a high and mighty indi
vidual who took orders from nobody, not even the boss, wore
a straw hat without a crown during working hours, chewed
large quantities of tobacco in good-sized lifts, and spit
where he darn pleased. He was looked up to and envied
by the other journeymen and fairly worshipped by the
devil.

#

Even the foreman himself regarded the tabular expert
with respect, for in the beginning of printing was it
not written that only the chosen few should have the
ability to throw together miscellaneous assortments of
figures and box-heads, separate them with odds and ends
of brass rules, and in the course of time produce a con
glomerate mass that would lift, and that was good for
double price when pasted up on the weekly dupe?

In referring to the “good old days” in this connection
let it be understood that the writer desires his readers to

go back no further than the days before machines that set
tables like straight matter were invented. It was humilia
ting enough for the cocky compositor to have a machine
invented that could set more type in an hour than he
could all day, but his discomfiture was nothing compared
to the chagrin of the tabular artist when machine tables

*

arrived.
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Casting-up a table
Tho it is true that considerable tabular work is done by
machine, a good deal continues to be done by hand, and
even in the case of machine work a skilled workman is
needed to insert rules and finish the table. So the tabu

lar compositor, tho slightly battered, is still in the ring.
The remarks that follow are written not for his in

struction, but rather for his approval. They are intended
more for the benefit of those who are to be the tabular

men of the future. To the straw-hatted and well-posted
one they may seem elementary, even obvious, but others
may find something of value that will be a help in their
daily work.
CASTING-UP A TABLE

The face and the size of type decided, the next step is
to cast-up the columns. The conventional table usually
consists of a stub, so called, which may be a column of
reading matter, names or the like, and two or more col
umns of figures with headings over the whole. With a
stick set to the proper measure, the compositor first sets
enough quads for each figure column to accommodate the
largest amount that it will contain, always making the
space even multiples of the body upon which the figures
are cast. Whatever space is left after the several figure
columns have been provided for is then thrown into the
stub.

If space allows, the figure columns maybe set off from the
rules an en quad or even more. Between the quads repre
4
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A sample table
senting the columns of figures short bits of rule of the
body to be used are inserted. The stub is generally lead
ered out to the first rule to carry the eye across to the
THE MAIN HEADING
THE FIRST SUB-HEADING IN SMALL CAPS

The Secondary Sub-heading is usually set in Italics
THE STUB HEADING,
SET IN CAPS AND
SMALL CAPs Is

PRIMARY Box
HEADING

Secondary

CENTERED
IN SPACE | Box
Heading
OPPosLTE Box
Set in Caps
HEADINGs

and Lower
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A TABLE DouBLED
ON ITSELF Is

Drymorp
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Double RULE
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Rules Run Full Length, Cross Rules Cut

proper row of figures. The width of the box heading will
effect the casting-up of the figure columns. In general, if
this would not make too great a variation in the amount
of white space, it is well to make the figure columns as
nearly equal in width as possible. In order to accomplish
5

Alignment of figures and decimal points
this, and especially in order to save space, a particularly
wide head box may be turned to read up and down, or a
little extra space introduced into an especially narrow
column. A long and narrow table may often be doubled
upon itself, that is, set in half measure with a heavy face
or a double rule in the middle to indicate the division.

Good judgment will have to be used in deciding all these
points, and the skill of a compositor in this as well as in
any other style of composition is shown not only in know
ing the best method, but also in knowing what necessary
modification to make.

Figure columns should all line at the right-hand side,
except in a column containing decimals, in which case
the decimal points should line. Because it is the same
body as the figures, it is better to use an en leader instead
of a period for a decimal point when space allows. A
period cast on a three em or four em space body necessi
tates cutting cross rules to odd lengths. In columns com
posed of sums that vary greatly in lengths, it sometimes
happens that considerable white space will show at the
left. In such a case, it is well to set off the figures an em.
quad or so from the rule at the right.
Not only should the width of the columns be adjusted to
even multiples of the figures used, but the length of the
table also should be cast up to multiples of six points in
order to fit the labor-saving rules. The necessary varia
tion in space is easily secured by varying the space be
6

Large tables and legibility
tween figures and cross rules at top and bottom and in the
box heads. For the convenience of the reader, it is better
to cast up a table to read the ordinary way of the page.'
When it becomes advisable to turn the table to read the

long way of the page, the head of the table should be
toward the back margin, if the table falls on a right-hand
page and at the outer margin when it comes on a left-hand

page. Tables too large to be handled in this way may be
arranged to read across two facing pages or turned to read
across two pages from outer margin to outer margin. If
this last is done, it is not necessary to repeat the box
head on the right-hand page. A table too large to be
handled by any of these methods may be cast-up to make
what it will, printed separately, and then tipped into the
book as an insert. This, of course, involves extra expense
for presswork and binding.
Legibility should be the first consideration in selecting
type for setting a table. Any proofreader knows that
there is nothing so hard to read correctly as a solid mass
of figures. In general, the face of type should match the
type of the text, that is, old-style figures should be used
with old-style letters, and modern with modern. Experi
ments have shown that old-style figures are rather more
legible than modern because of the variations in align
ment, and that fairly open-faced figures are more legible
than those with a heavier face. The old-style figures are
not quite so pleasing as the modern because of their ragged
7

Importance of the type-size
appearance. In order to attain the desired legibility with
out the irregularity of the ordinary old-style figures, the
new lining figures are a compromise, and these are often
used with both old-style and modern text letter. In some
special cases, figures cast upon two-thirds of an em body
are used. These wider body figures are used more fre

quently in newspaper, catalog and similar work, while
the figure on an en-quad body is generally used for book
work.

THE SIZE of TYPE

Following out the same idea of securing maximum legi
bility, the rule generally followed is to put a table in
type as large as possible, tho always one and sometimes
two sizes smaller than the text letter. For example, when
the text is set in ten-point or smaller the tables should

go in nine point or smaller. For an eleven- or twelve
point text a ten-point table is allowable. Sometimes to
avoid putting a table in too small type it is cast up to
read the long way of the page across facing pages, or from
the outer margin of one page across to the outer margin
of the other page. It requires some judgment to decide
which will cost the reader the least annoyance, a table
set in small type, or one so placed in the page that he is
obliged to turn the book when he wishes to refer to the

table. Tables occurring in eight-point matter or smaller
may be set in the same size as the surrounding matter.
A distinction is sometimes made in tables occurring in
8

How to lead a table

footnote type, those that are separate footnotes themselves
being set in the same type as the footnote, and those that
are a part of the footnote set in one size smaller.
LEADING A TABLE

A leaded table set by hand is expensive and a cause of
much annoyance, loss of temper, waste of material and
various other undesirable things. In machine-set tables
leading is easy because it is accomplished by casting the
figures on a larger body. Even with the most careful plan
ning, however, it sometimes becomes necessary to lead a
hand-set table. When this occurs, the columns, so far as
possible, should be cast-up to multiples of six-point in
order to utilize labor-saving material.
Leads are used between rules and headings and between
figure columns and bottom rules. The usual amount of
space allowed in these places equals one-half the body of
the type used. That is to say, an eight-point table set
solid would take four points in these places; if leaded with
a two-point lead, five points of space is better at top and
bottom. This space may be increased or decreased to
make up the total length of the column to even multiples
of six points, but in no case should the space allowed ex
ceed an em of the type.
HEADINGs

These are of various kinds and are referred to as the
9

Headings and footnotes
main heading, which goes outside the rules, the first sub
heading and other subordinate heading that also go out
side the rules and box headings, which may be in several
stories, enclosed in rules just above the figure columns.
The main heading is usually set in caps, the first sub
heading in caps and small caps and the second and any
other sub-headings either in caps and small caps, italic
or even in plain caps and lower-case. These headings
should be in a uniform size of type regardless of the type
used for the body of the table. The box heads are also
graded in importance, the main head being set in caps
and small caps and the secondary box heads in lower
case. They generally are set one or two sizes smaller than
the body of the table, tho not as a rule in a smaller size
than six-point. Where box headings consist of several
stories and have the main headings in caps and small caps,
the stub-heading should be set in caps and small caps also,
and centered in the space opposite the heads over the fig
ure columns.
FootNoTEs

These are usually set in type one size smaller than the
table itself when the type is larger than six-point, but
notes of the same size are allowable in six-point tables.
While the use of the asterisk, dagger and other reference
marks is now practically obsolete for text references, hav
ing been replaced by superior figures, this does not apply
to note references in the body of a table, for here the
10

Rules for tabular work
superior figures may cause confusion and reference marks
are preferred. Footnotes to tables that occur on the same
page with text matter should be placed at the foot of the
table itself rather than at the foot of the page.
THE SELECTION AND Use oF RULEs

Without rules no well regulated table is really a table
at all, and without a bountiful supply of well-selected

rule profits disappear and costs roll up to an alarming ex
tent. Not more than two faces of rule are necessary, but
these must make up in quantity what they lack in variety,
and should be cut accurately to labor-saving lengths. The
standard fonts of rule are cut to multiples of six points
and this is good so far as it goes. But besides this stand
ard equipment, it will be found of immense advantage to
also equip in lengths of forty-eight points or under with
rules cut to multiples of points in possibly the following
sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 32, 36, 40, 42, 48.
This will enable the compositor to cast up narrow columns

to multiples of 6, 8, or 10 point, the sizes that are most
commonly used. If 7- or 9-point tables are to be set, it is
well also to include rules of 7, 9, 14, 21, 27, 28, 35 and
45 points in width. While it is possible to buy rules in
full length strips and cut them down, this work can be
done more accurately and economically by the type found
ers. Each of these short pieces of rule should be stamped
with its width in points as an aid to the distributor. The
11

The face of the rule
first cost of an equipment of this kind is not excessive,
and such a rule font will pay for itself over and over again.
If desired, the shorter pieces may be omitted from the
font and type metal space rules in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and
14 point sizes may be cast on the monotype on a two
point body and used instead. It should be remembered
that space rules wear more quickly than brass rules and
they should be replaced as soon as they become bat

tered. The sizes of rule above forty-eight-point may be
cut to multiples of six points and the number of sizes
needed will, of course, vary with the nature of the work
in hand.
The rule most used in tabular work is a hair-line face

on the center of a two-point body. In very crowded tables

a one-point rule may be used, and this has the advantage
of enabling the compositor to make very close joints with
the cross rules, but the one-point rule is so thin that the
slightest inequality in the justification of a column will
throw it out of alignment. It is also difficult to secure a

good lock-up with very thin rule and hard to electrotype
properly.
Besides the hairline face, a rule of somewhat heavier
face is desirable for boxing-in and for indicating the
division when a table is doubled upon itself. Books con
sisting entirely of tables are frequently improved in ap
pearance by boxing-in, and this is also done often in cata
log and similar work. Usually boxing is not considered
12

Rules should be in good condition
necessary to book work, where a rule across the page at the
top and bottom of the table proper is considered sufficient.
THE CARE or RULEs

The beauty of the finished table will depend somewhat
on the condition of the material used. A broken or bat
tered rule should be discarded at once. It should be re

membered that more time is lost in patching an old rule
than would pay for many new ones. The distributor should
clean all rules carefully and scrape off all accumulations
of ink or wax on their sides. The larger pieces may then
be put away in a regular rule case, while the smaller sizes
may be dropped into the boxes of a regular type-case
properly labeled with their size.
PRACTICAL PoinTs IN MAKE-UP

Column rules as a general thing should run from top to
bottom of the table in one unbroken piece, and all cross
rules, except at top and bottom, consist of short pieces
across the columns. This plan is sometimes changed where
a series of tables with the same box heads are used and

the columns run to the head of the figures only, as the com

positor is thus enabled to lift off the box head, and place
it on a new table.

It is a bad plan to break a table. It is far better to ad- NZ
just the text matter to avoid this or leave a page a few
lines short if necessary.
13
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Joints should be avoided
The easiest way to insert rules in a table, especially in
machine-set matter, is to turn the galley to a vertical
position. A knife or bodkin may then be run down the
column opening it enough to allow the rule to drop into
place. A strip of wood furniture at the side loosely wedged

into place will avoid all danger of “pi.”
It might be advisable to repeat what has been said
in a previous paragraph: Column rules should never
be pieced. The joints are almost sure to show, and pieced
rules make the table difficult to handle into lock-up.
..Where the use of pieced rules is unavoidable they should
be arranged to break joints, that is, a short piece at the
head of one column should alternate with a long piece at
the head of the next column.

All rules used should be new or nearly so, and all cor
ners perfectly joined. In electrotyped jobs the finisher
can touch up the corners with solder, but the careful com
positor will make up his pages so carefully that this added
labor and expense will not be necessary.
A SUBSTITUTE FOR TABLEs

Having described tabular composition, to proceed to
describe a substitute is suggestive of Punch’s advice on

marriage: “Don’t.” The fact remains, however, that
often the compositor comes across a particularly annoying
and difficult bit of tabular work that set in the ordinary
way would consume much time and material. Then the
14

When wax plates should be used
best advice is “Don’t.” Send the copy to the map-maker
and get a wax plate. By this process, rule work of the
highest grade is secured with perfect joints, splendid
printing quality, with the type stamped in with absolute
precision and the whole delivered all blocked and ready
for the press in less time and at less expense than by any
other process.

BOOKS ABOUT PRINTING
Published by Oswald Publishing Company
Twenty-five City Hall Place, New York City
THE ARTAND PRACTICE OF TYPOGRAPHY. By Edmund
G. Gress. This is the most elaborate and practical book ever

published in the interest of the commercial typographic printer.
It is unique in the comprehensive treatment given the subject of

typography from the job printer's viewpoint. The various phases
are dealt with interestingly and instructively by word and illus
tration. While absolutely practical, there is an atmosphere of

art permeating every page. The book contains fifty large inserts
in color and seven hundred reproductions, mostly in color, of

high-class commercial printing by some of America’s best typog
raphers. 250 pages, 9% x 12%, cloth, postpaid $5.00.
THE AMERICAN MANUAL OF PRESSWORK. This is with

out doubt the most valuable book that has ever been prepared
for pressmen. Nothing so elaborate or exhaustive has ever before
been attempted, and its value to anyone interested in the success
ful operation of presses, with some account of their origin and
development, is inestimable. In this elaborate work every phase
of presswork has been taken up and explained in words and il
lustrations. There are inserts in full size tipped on to artistic

mounts, showing embossing effects, three- and four-color process
work, halftone printing, etc., etc. The book is first and last

practical; it is not of the kind that is put upon a shelf and left to
the book-worms’ mercy, but is useful 365 days in the year. Hand
somely and substantially bound and generously illustrated. 164
pages, 9 x 12%, cloth, postpaid $4.00.
HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE PRINTING BUSINESS.

By Paul Nathan. Give value and “charge the price” might be
an answer to this question; but there is a very complete and

comprehensive answer in Paul Nathan's book of 288 pages, bear
ing this title; and every progressive printer should own the
volume. The book gives full details and information on the

highest authority-experience. It tells how a man made money
out of printing. 288 pages, 5%x9, cloth, postpaid $3.00.

HOW TO ESTIMATE ON PRINTING. By Harry M. Basford.
This book was written especially for the young printer desiring
to learn estimating, but it is also of value to estimate men, em

ploying printers and all who wish to improve their knowledge of
modern methods of estimating on jobs of printing. The author is
a man with practical experience in all departments of printing
and therefore knows his subject thoroly. He tells his story in an
understandable and convincing manner. The text is illustrated

by many useful, practical forms and tables. 106 pages and an
insert (sample estimate blank), 5 x 7%, cloth, postpaid $1.50.

PRACTICAL PRINTING. By George Sherman. This is a book
that lives up to the letter of its title, inasmuch as it explains in

practical phraseology the various technical operations and prin
ciples that enter into the manufacture of printed matter. Volumes
have been written on the same subject, but the merit of this book
lies in its readability, due to the absence of ultra-technical ex
pressions which are so apt to confuse instead of enlighten. The
author is a practical printer and has lucidly described the various

elements of printing in fourteen chapters, with seventy-three
illustrations. 144 pages, 5x7%, cloth, postpaid $1.50.

TYPE DESIGNS IN COLOR. A portfolio of more than one
hundred full-size type designs, printed in various color harmonies,

on fine quality colored stock. The designs include cover-pages,
title-pages, letterheads, billheads, business cards, tickets, etc.,

and they are set from customers' copy, not from gotten-up copy to
fitthe job. This makes the book much more practical. Many times
it happens in a printshop that there is not time for making a lay
out or trying out type and color effects. In that case “Type De
signs in Color” will help. The printer need have no fear of dup
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licating the designs, as they are prepared mainly for that purpose.
Foremen and layout men should have this book. 9x12, paper,
postpaid $1.00.

A SYSTEM FOR A MEDIUM-SIZED PRINTSHOP. For print
ers that cannot afford to use expert help in installing a cost system
this booklet will give good advice. Tickets for the various de

partments are shown. 24 pages, 5% x7, paper, postpaid 50 cents.
POCKET GUIDE TO PRINTING. There are a thousand and

one things buried in larger books but made available in this
handy little volume of vest-pocket size. 48 pages, 3% x6%, cloth,
postpaid 50 cents.
THE OFFSET PROCESS-FROM A PRACTICAL VIEW

POINT. An exhaustive treatise on this process, accompanied by
diagrams showing layouts for offset plants. 5% x 7, 24 pages,
postpaid 50 cents.

MAKING READY ON PLATEN PRESSES. Many practical
and useful hints for the man in the press-room. 5% x7, 40 pages,
paper, postpaid 50 cents.
TABULAR COMPOSITION. By Robert Seaver. This most dif
ficult branch of typography is discussed and rules given for its
correct execution. 16 pages, 5% x 7, paper, postpaid 25 cents.
EMBOSSING-HOW IT IS DONE. This pamphlet tells how to
get the best results in embossing. Indispensable for pressmen.
5% x 7, 16 pages, paper, postpaid 25 cents.

PAY ROLL TABLES. Save your bookkeeper's time and avoid
errors in making up the pay roll. These Pay Roll Tables are in
convenient form, printed on strong bristol board, and may be had
for either eight or nine hours a day. With these tables the amount
for any number of hours or minutes at any rate from 50 cents to
$31.00 a week can be quickly ascertained. 50 cents a set. When

ordering, state whether tables for eight or nine hours are wanted.
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